EVOLVE YOUR QSR BUSINESS
WITH JUST A TOUCH.

PANASONIC iQtouch POS SOFTWARE IS YOUR ONE
STOP SHOP FOR POS SUCCESS
After years of development and testing,
Panasonic’s iQtouch is a huge leap
forward in POS technology. A full
turn-key solution, it’s ready out of the box
to scale easily to any size of operation.
An innovative, hard-working and reliable POS system
is the mission control for running a modern,
tech-driven Quick Service Restaurant. Panasonic
iQtouch is designed to set you up for success,
preparing you to meet the expectations of every
customer who walks through your door.

STAY CONNECTED,
WITHOUT FAIL.
With multiple available configurations on the same
network, all of your POS terminals, kiosks and mobile
devices share the same database and will update
cross-platforms instantly.
In a fast-paced restaurant the small details matter,
and these details can change by the minute. That’s
why all Panasonic iQtouch terminals serve as a
backup for each other. This keeps information safe
and secure while enabling the ability to update each
other across all locations in real time.

THE ULTIMATE IN FLEXIBLE POS DESIGN.
Object-oriented database layout tools make it quick and painless to easily control
design integrations and changes across your entire POS system in just a few clicks.
Next-generation peer-to-peer capabilities enhance your system’s scalability from a single terminal to “the sky’s
the limit.” As your business grows, the Panasonic iQtouch is designed to scale with you.

TECHNOLOGY THAT’S
REMARKABLY HUMAN.

A TRULY SMART
MANAGEMENT TOOL.

Technology is only effective if it empowers
breakthrough results when it’s used by actual people.
That’s why the Panasonic iQtouch enables ordering,
data collection and workflows built around how
humans think, interact and work.

Our SaaS-based menu and order management tools
make it easy to get the data you need to optimize your
business. POS users can quickly find transactions
from the current day or utilize multiple ranges to run
custom reports sorted by a range of filters like
terminal, destination, discount, payment type, cashier
name and much more.

Panasonic iQtouch features that our customers love:
• Standard Item, Repeat Item and Combo Build
Shorten and simplify cashier training with commonly
placed orders, colour-coded modifiers, complex order
duplication and one-touch order editing

• Smart Item Replacement

Automatically swap available replacement items with
handy suggestions triggered by details in the current order

• Combo Detection Engine

Encourage cashiers to up-sell easily with automatically
recognized combo suggestions

• Step-By-Step Compulsory Items

Customize extra additions or selections - like toppings
or sides - that must be added before the order can be
completed

Plus, you can enable real-time business intelligence
with instant transaction uploads to enterprise
business partners to make sure your data and
reporting is always up to date and ready to be
reviewed.

AN UNMATCHED
SUPPORT PARTNERSHIP
We’re in this with you. Whether you’re running a
single cafe or are responsible for a lineup of locations,
we know you already have a lot on your plate. The last
thing you need is a giant serving of technological
troubleshooting.
Our support services are ready to handle the heavy
lifting for you and show what a true technology
partner can bring to the table. We can take on project
management, procurement and installation. Our
teams can integrate systems, manage IT and provide
24-7 support so you can stay focused on running your
business and serving your customers—instead of
focusing on technology.

TAKE YOUR QSR BUSINESS
TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH
PANASONIC iQtouch.
sales@ca.panasonic.com
Phone: 1.800.657.9436
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